Galaxy® Dimension Key Features

✓ Integrated Intrusion and Access Control
  - Up to 32* independent protected areas
  - Up to 520* detection zones
  - Up to 196 wireless zones
  - Up to 64 doors
  - Up to 1000 card holders per system
  - Up to 27* Weekly schedules

✓ Wired and wireless options available

✓ Supports up to 32* keypads

✓ Support for graphical touch-screen keypad (up to 4*)

✓ Event log for Access and Intrusion
  - Up to 1500 and 1000 events respectively

✓ Supports several communications options
  (PSTN, ISDN, Ethernet)

✓ Up to 32* Audio Verification (listen-in) channels

✓ Remote Management and User Management Suite PC
  software option supports entire Galaxy® range

✓ Single PC-based central management solution

✓ Enhanced interfacing protocol for system integration

✓ Compliant to all relevant European standards

✓ Fully compatible with existing Galaxy® range

* on GD-520 version

Class-leading peripherals: using the latest technologies

Galaxy® Dimension

TouchCenter

Access control devices

Wireless Sensors including DUAL TEC®

Honeywell empowers you to make the best security decisions for your business

With expertise in every area of security, we provide discreet, hi-technology, integrated security solutions. We are one of the world’s leading manufacturers of security systems and understand your need to keep your people, premises, assets and intellectual property safe and secure.

Galaxy® Dimension

INTRUDER AND ACCESS CONTROL: A UNIQUE AND FULLY INTEGRATED SOLUTION, WITH THE FLEXIBILITY TO MEET YOUR EVERY BUSINESS NEED

A new dimension in security
Go wireless for speed and practicality

Because it eliminates cable and connection faults, Galaxy® Dimension’s wireless solution minimises the likelihood of failing equipment and reduces the time spent on site servicing needed. So the system can be maintained remotely.

Another important factor for businesses is the potential disturbance caused by the installation work. The reach of all or part of a site – even for short periods of time – can have a significant impact on your business.

This disturbance can be greatly reduced or even eliminated by opting for a wireless solution. This in turn also minimises the associated costs of any disruption – which may need to resolve work or to relocate.

Using wireless sensors gives you the flexibility to customise your system to your business needs.

With 15 years experience in wireless technology and making security systems, the RF portal terminal and receive signals to and from the wireless sensors, using two powerful technologies.

Bi-directional radio – A two-way wireless sensor signals a terminal or a management system by radio – this allows several portals to receive signals when several RF portals are configured to the same location.

The revolutionary graphical touch-screen control centre now offers more powerful processing, designed for intrusion, life safety and environmental protection.

The revolutionary graphical touch-screen control centre now offers more powerful processing, designed for intrusion, life safety and environmental protection.

Find class system support

A long-term investment that fits and growing with the business.

Reliability, inti the with our business, ensures the security system for your business.

The new Galaxy® Dimension range is fully compatible with the previously launched Galaxy® Survival range, ensuring maximum flexibility, and can be easily integrated into your existing system with ease.

Galaxy® Dimension is able to seamlessly integrate with virtually any other security system. The new wireless DUAL TEC® devices also means that it can be integrated with other than intrusion. For instance, the new flood and temperature sensor gives an early warning of a potential fire or an unacceptable change in temperature. This enables you to intervene at an early stage to minimise the damage and disruption caused by fires or faulty appliances.
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